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Abstract: This study aims to determine the impact of pocket books on conceptual understanding and student interest in learning. The research method used is quasi experimental using the nonequivalent control group design. The population in this study were students of class XI MIPA SMA Negeri 1 Jaya. The number of samples consisted of 60 people, each class consisting of 30 students. The research instruments used were test questions and questionnaires. The data analysis technique used the conceptual understanding through the N-Gain test and the independent sample t-test, while the interest in learning used the percentage formula. The results of the N-gain test for understanding the concept obtained that the average experimental class was higher than the control class, each class belonging to the criteria for moderate improvement. The results of the independent sample t-test showed that there was a significant difference between the students' conceptual understanding of the experimental class and the control class. The results of interest in learning from each subscale: family encouragement, teacher influence, and classroom learning experiences in the experimental class obtained a very high category. Meanwhile, on the subscale the peer attitudes toward chemistry and the informal learning experiences were high. For the control class, the category obtained on the family encouragement subscale is high, while the subscale for peer attitudes toward chemistry, teacher influence, informal learning experiences, and classroom learning experiences is in the moderate category. The average percentage of learning interest in the experimental class was obtained in the very high category, while the control class was in the medium category. The conclusion of this study is that the impact of using pocket books on chemistry learning can improve students' understanding of concepts and interest in learning.
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Introduction

The national curriculum, namely the 2013 curriculum, focuses on directing students to be actively and interactively involved in learning activities in order to stimulate critical thinking and improve the ability to understand lesson concepts well (Hawwini, 2019). In learning in the 21st century, teachers are required to prepare students to have higher-order, critical, and creative thinking skills (Ramdoniati et al., 2019). In achieving this learning, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of the concepts of the subject properly (Setiyowati et al., 2015). The nature of students' understanding of the concept of learning is one of the important components achieved in educational goals (Ozkan & Topsakal, 2020). This is in accordance with the statement of Sulastri et al. (2018), the expected goals after
students undergo the educational process are changes in behavior, attitudes, and understanding of the concept of material provided by the teacher.

Most students stated that the concepts contained in chemistry learning were quite complicated because they presented concepts using abstract symbols and terms that had to be memorized. The difficulty of learning chemistry is what can make students have a bad perception of learning chemistry (Sausan et al., 2019). This results in the attitudes and interests of students in learning chemistry to be low, so that the chemical values obtained tend to be lower than in other subject matter (Kubiatko et al., 2017). Students' low learning interest in the learning process as a result of application in learning is not in accordance with the mandate of the 2013 curriculum (Mulyani et al., 2020).

One of the chemical materials that students consider difficult is the rate of reaction material. Based on the results of the study, it shows that students' understanding at the level of submicroscopic representation in the material, the reaction rate is still low compared to other levels of chemical representations, namely macroscopic and symbolic (Handayanti et al., 2015). Previous research results also showed that students had a limited understanding of concepts and reasoning abilities to explain the concept of chemical kinetics (rate of reaction) (Driel, 2002). The results of other studies, such as those reported by Habiddin and Page (2020), show that the ability of students to answer pictorial questions about reaction rate material is not good enough, so that it requires emphasis on images, graphs, tables and also submicroscopic representations. Fostering interest and increasing good conceptual understanding are very important goals in learning chemistry (Hoft & Bernholt, 2019).

Chemistry learning should not only introduce students to the abstract concepts involved in explaining reaction rates, but also ways that students can apply these concepts to various situations and contexts (Cakmakci et al., 2006). Contextual reaction rate learning can foster interest and motivation to learn because students are able to connect and apply the knowledge, they have in real life conditions (Ilyas & Liu, 2020).

The results obtained in the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS) show that Indonesia's ranking is relatively low compared to other countries. The 2018 PISA report on science subjects, Indonesia obtained an average score of 389, while the OECD average score was 489 (OECD, 2019). The results of the 2015 TIMMS report in the field of science, the score obtained by Indonesia is 397. These results state that Indonesia is in 45th place out of 48 countries (IEA, 2016). The PISA and TIMMS reports show unsatisfactory results and Indonesia is still in the lower group and the average score is far below the world average score. This indicates that students in Indonesia have not mastered the concepts tested on PISA and TIMMS. This unpreparedness ultimately has an impact on students' low understanding of the concept of learning material. For this reason, efforts are needed to improve understanding of the concept of material in order to increase the quality of education in Indonesia (Oktariani & Febliza, 2019). According to Raharjo (2014), if all national education standards can be met properly, it can contribute to increasing student learning achievement.

The success of learning achievement is determined not only by external factors, but also by internal factors such as motivation, interests, parental background, and the school environment (Raharjo, 2014). This research, besides focusing on external factors, namely learning resources in the form of teaching materials, also focuses on internal factors of interest in learning. Interest is an important factor and can provide positive energy in the learning process, so that it has an impact on learning achievement. Students who have high interest, then their psychological state always has attention and a tendency towards a certain topic or object so that it makes them always repeat these subjects (Harackiewicz et al., 2016). Students who have an interest in learning certain subjects, they will feel happy learning them. Interest in learning can be developed using various methods, one of which is by conditioning the learning atmosphere in the classroom. Interesting learning will generate interest in learning in deepening learning materials (Nursa'adah & Rosa, 2016).

The high level of teacher understanding of the importance of choosing the right media in the learning process in the classroom is expected to contribute to increased understanding of concepts and interest in learning (Mulyana et al., 2013). One of the efforts made by the teacher to improve students' understanding of concepts and interest in learning can be done by using learning media in the form of teaching materials, namely pocket books. The advantages of pocket books that are developed as teaching materials in this study are their small size and can be carried by students anywhere when they want to study. The pocket book also contains concise, clear and complete concepts and is designed in such a way with a variety of images, letters and colors to attract students' interest in reading and studying it (Atsiah et al., 2020). In addition, this pocket book is designed to contain chemical concepts based on three levels of representation, namely macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic. The picture presented in the pocket book also links the concept of material with real life conditions that have practical value. According to Nurjannah and Dwi (2019), the use of learning media
is packaged creatively, innovatively, and attractively which can be used to achieve learning objectives. The results of several previous studies show that the development of pocket books in the learning process received good responses with a value of 86% in the very good category (Cahyono et al., 2018). Lena et al., (2020) reported that the development of pocket books on chemistry subjects can increase student motivation and learning outcomes. On another occasion Zukmadini et al. (2020) reported the results of their research, namely that the pocket book developed received a good response by teachers and students, and was effectively used in increasing students’ conceptual understanding.

Based on the background of the problem, the purpose of this study was to determine the impact of the pocket book on understanding the concepts and learning interests of students on the reaction rate material.

Method

The method used in this study is a quasi-experimental study using a quantitative approach with the aim of testing theories objectively by examining the relationship between variables (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The research design used the nonequivalent control-group design. This method is popular for quasi-experimental research designs, in which the experimental class and the control class are selected without randomizing them. Both groups did the pretest and posttest. Only the experimental group was given treatment (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).

Table 1. Research Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eksperiment</td>
<td>O₁</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>O₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Creswell & Creswell, 2018)

This research was conducted at SMA Negeri 1 Jaya in class XI MIPA students located on Jalan Teuku Umar, Lamno, Meunasah Weh, Jaya District, Aceh Jaya Regency. The total population consists of all students of class XI MIPA SMA Negeri 1 Jaya. The research sample was class XI-MIPA1 and class XI-MIPA2, each of which consisted of 30 students. In this study, the experimental class was given learning material on reaction rates using additional teaching materials in the form of pocket books, while the control class used learning that was usually done by the teacher, namely only using textbooks. The pocket book used in the research is a development product that has gone through the needs analysis stage, validation by experts consisting of 3 lecturers and 1 chemistry teacher, and has gone through validity and reliability tests to see the valid aspects so that it can be used in the learning process.

Data collection techniques in this study were carried out by means of the test method and questionnaire. The research instrument consisted of multiple-choice questions that were reasoned to see the understanding of the concept and a questionnaire sheet to see the learning interests of students. Learning tools such as syllabus and lesson plan (RPP), the research instruments used have gone through the logical validation stage by experts. Furthermore, the test questions used have been subjected to empirical validation or trials and then analyzed, reviewed, and revised to get really good, valid, reliable, objective, and practical questions to use (Yusuf, 2015).

The results of the respondents’ answers were then analyzed to determine the validity, reliability, difficulty index, differentiation power and distractor function. After that, questions that are valid, reliable, discriminatory power are accepted, the difficulty index is moderate to difficult, the trickster function properly is then taken to be given during the pretest and posttest to see students’ understanding of the concept of the reaction rate material. A good test that meets the requirements can be started from the time of compiling the test, which is compiled based on the subject syllabus, making a grid first, and arranging questions according to the rules for arranging questions based on the type or shape of the questions (Kadir, 2015).

For the instrument of learning interest, it uses statement items that are valid and reliable in measuring students’ interest in learning. This is known based on the measurement results obtained by Lamb et al. (2012), used the Rasch model and analyzed using the Item Response Theory (IRT) and Classical Test Theory (CTT). Relevance analysis through logical validity shows that 56.25% of items are proven to have a strong relevance to learning interest assessed by expert experts. Reliability is obtained through statistical tests of internal reliability by obtaining high internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) and adequate when reviewed (α = 0.72). There are 18 statements that are valid and reliable in measuring interest in learning based on the results of these measurements. The statement items are included in 5 subscales, family encouragement, peer attitudes toward chemistry, teacher influence, informal learning experiences, and classroom learning experiences. Of the 5 subscales, this is broken down into 18 statement items, each of which is 12 positive statements and 6 negative statements (modification Lamb et.al, 2012). An interest in learning questionnaire consisting of four answer criteria, namely: strongly agree (SA), agree (A), disagree (D), and strongly disagree (SD).

Data analysis techniques to determine the increase in students’ conceptual understanding using
the N-Gain test. Analysis of the N-Gain test data using the formula and criteria for the Gain index (Meltzer, 2002). The interpretation of the N-Gain effectiveness data used the effectiveness interpretation category according to Hake (1999). Furthermore, a hypothesis test was carried out to see whether there was a significant difference between the experimental class and the control class starting with the normality test, homogeneity, and hypothesis testing using the t test (independent sample t-test). For data on the results of the questionnaire on learning interest per subscale using the percentage formula.

Collecting research data begins with a need's analysis, compiling learning tools (syllabus, lesson program plans), pocket books, question instruments and questionnaires. The learning activities carried out have been adjusted to the scheduling of the educational units listed in the semester program. Learning is carried out in accordance with the activities arranged in the learning program plan which consists of 4 meetings with 1 meeting consisting of 2 lesson hours. The learning activities applied to the experimental class were through the discovery learning model using additional pocket book teaching materials, while the control class through the cooperative learning model only used textbooks.

The learning process in the preliminary activities begins with the implementation of the pretest in the experimental class and the control class. After that, in the experimental class students were distributed pocket books. Students observe apperception and motivation presented in pocket books. The next activity is to provide stimulation or stimulation related to the reaction rate material, then the next step is to identify the problem by asking questions related to stimulation about the reaction rate material. In the core activity, namely collecting and processing data by completing practice questions in the pocket book by studying the teaching material in the pocket book. The next stage is proof, where students reconcile the results of their answers with teaching materials in pocket books and other sources. In the closing activity, students are directed to take conclusions related to learning reaction rate material. In this activity, students are given a posttest and a questionnaire on their interest in learning.

**Result and Discussion**

**Students' Concept Understanding**

The students' understanding of the concept of SMA Negeri 1 Jaya on the material of reaction rate is measured through question indicators based on material sub-concepts. Wiyarsi et al. (2019), the reaction rate material consists of several topics such as the concept of chemical reactions, collision theory, factors affecting reaction rates, reaction rate equations and reaction order. Based on this topic, the conceptual understanding of the reaction rate material is summarized and divided into three sub-concepts, namely the concept of reaction rate, factors that influence reaction rates, and collision theory and activation energy. Based on the research results obtained, it is known that the level of understanding of the concept of students in the sub-concept, namely the concept of reaction rate, factors that affect the rate of reaction, collision theory and activation energy has increased. The recapitulation of the average pretest, posttest, and N-Gain values per sub-concept obtained the following results as in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Analysis of Concept Understanding per Sub-concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2, the concept of the reaction rate is measured using question numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 which are arranged based on question indicators through the formulation of indicators of competency attainment (ICA) on reaction rate material. The N-Gain acquisition in the experimental class reaction rate concept was 0.73 with a high increase category or a fairly effective percentage increase of 73.12%. Whereas in the control class, it was obtained 0.69 with the criteria for moderate improvement or a percentage of 69.34% which was quite effective. The difference between the experimental class and the control class was not far enough, so that the concept of reaction rate in both classes experienced an increase in N-Gain in the moderate or quite effective category. Students in the control class who learn using textbooks tend to memorize formulas and rely on numeracy skills.

Indicators in this sub-concept include: describing the rate of the reaction, the value of the reaction rate, equations and rate constants, and the order of the reaction. Andromeda et al. (2018) explained that the material of chemical kinetics or reaction rate not only requires students to memorize formulas and calculate, but also hopefully understand the concepts of reaction rates abstractly or based on the level of microscopic representation. Another study on the reaction rate
material which stated that the experimental class and the control class were not much different were also reported by Zuriatni et al. (2019). The results showed that the difference in N-Gain cognitive learning outcomes between the experimental class and the control class obtained a very small percentage of 0.7. The two classes obtained N-Gain results which were not much different, which means that they were in the high category.

In the sub-concept, the factors that affect the rate of reaction are measured using question numbers 12, 13, 14, 15, and 20. The N-Gain of the experimental class was 0.78 with a high increase category or the percentage of increase was quite effective, namely 77.94%. Whereas in the control class it was obtained 0.42 with the criteria for moderate improvement or 41.78% percentage less effective. The experimental class applies pocketbook learning which has a better impact than ordinary textbooks on understanding the sub-concept of the factors that affect the reaction rate. The pocket book presents pictorial chemistry concepts by showing three levels of representation, namely, macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic.

The results of research by Doyan et al. (2018) states that a learning approach that uses multiple representations has a positive impact on improving learning outcomes and student motivation. Meutia et al. (2021) reported that multi-representation learning developed on the factors that affect the rate of reaction fulfills the very feasible criteria and can be used to improve students’ completeness understanding of concepts very well. Ahiakwo and Isiguzo (2015), about 90% of students who tend to experience misconceptions related to sub-concepts of factors that affect the rate of reaction, so it needs to be discussed further to find a solution. Habiddin and Page (2020) reported that students experienced misconceptions on the temperature factor and assumed that an increase in temperature could increase the activation energy, resulting in an increase in the reaction rate. Umam et al. (2015) also reported the results of their research, namely students did not understand the reasons why increased concentration could increase the reaction rate. Students tend to be unable to make a connection between the concept of kinetic energy, collision theory, and reaction rate.

The next sub-concept is the collision theory and activation energy which is measured using test questions from numbers 16, 17, 18, and 19. The results of the N-Gain test for the experimental class of 0.77 belong to the category of high increase and the percentage of increase in 77.22% is effective. While the control class obtained N-Gain value 0.41 with the medium category or the percentage increase in 41.11, which is less effective. In the experimental class, students learn by using pocket books which have a good impact in increasing understanding of the sub-concepts of collision theory and activation energy. In this pocket book, he explains the concept of collision theory and activation energy through an analogy approach. In addition, the material on the reaction rate in the pocket book is accompanied by pictures and examples related to everyday life, so that students are happy and quickly understand the sub-concept of collision theory and activation energy. Tsegaye et al. (2020) stated that the reaction rate material could be well understood by students if taught and instructed using the analogy approach compared to the traditional approach, meaning that it was monotonous and relatively fixed in every learning activity.

The result of understanding the chemical concept of the material reaction rate as a whole obtained that there was an increase in each sub-concept under study in the material reaction rate. The percentage obtained for each concept is different. The percentage comparison and N-Gain in each experimental and control class is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the Analysis of the Understanding of Chemical Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>N-Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>2323</td>
<td>22.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Means</td>
<td>35.83</td>
<td>84.17</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.103</td>
<td>6.706</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Varians</td>
<td>65.66</td>
<td>44.97</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that the pretest and posttest data on the understanding of the chemical concept of students in class XI MIPA 1 (experimental class) at SMA Negeri 1 Jaya on the matter of the reaction rate increased with the average acquisition before 35.83 and after learning using a pocket book became 84.17. The N-Gain result of the experimental class was higher than the N-Gain value of the control class. The N-Gain value of the experimental class was obtained 0.67 with moderate criteria and the percentage of improvement was 66.55 which was
categorized as quite effective. In class XI MIPA 2 (control class) the N-Gain value was obtained 0.51 with an increase in percentage of 51.14 in the less effective category. If the N-Gain value obtained is greater than 0.3 and smaller than 0.7, it is considered a moderate increase criterion (Meltzer, 2002).

Based on the N-Gain percentage range obtained in the experimental class, which is between 56-75%, it is declared quite effective, while the control class between the gains of 40-55% can be declared less effective and less than 40 is declared ineffective (Hake, 1999). This is in accordance with the results of the research of Maulidah and Wulandari (2021), which states that the results of the pretest between the experimental class and the control class showed a low understanding of concepts, after the application of learning media in the experimental class, the posttest results show a significant increase in concept understanding. The results of research by Mardiah et al. (2016) stated that teaching materials that meet the criteria of validity and effectiveness can be used to support the learning process to increase interest and make it easier for students to achieve learning objectives. Ramdoniati et al. (2019) adding teaching materials for its systematic arrangement can make it easier for students to learn.

Analysis of statistical test data is used to see differences in understanding the concept of the experimental class and the control class. Data analysis using SPSS version 21, the first stage by conducting descriptive analysis and normality test with Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk in each experimental class and control class for the pretest and posttest values obtained $\text{Sig.}> 0.05$, which means the data is normally distributed. After that, a paired sample t-test was carried out to see the average difference in concept understanding in each class before and after learning using pocket books and textbooks.

The results obtained by the paired sample t-test between the experimental class and the control class concluded that there was a difference between before and after learning both with pocket books and textbooks. The next statistical test is to perform the homogeneity test with the mean value of $0.059 < 0.05$, which means that the posttest data for the experimental class and control class are the same or homogeneous. The last statistical test was carried out by using the independent samples t-test. The results obtained show the value of $\text{Sig. (2-tailed)} < 0.05$ and the posttest t test obtained $\text{tcount} > 2.021$, so it was concluded that the use of pocket books in learning chemistry reaction rates was more effective in improving students' understanding of concepts compared to ordinary textbooks. In line with the research results of Zukmadini et al. (2020) reported the results of their research, namely the pocket book developed was effectively used in increasing students' conceptual understanding. Susilaningsih et al. (2019) explain that teaching media are one of the supporting facilities in achieving learning success. Several other research results indicate that concept understanding can also be improved by using discovery learning-based LKPD (Junina et al., 2020), and using a multi-representative approach to the concept of straight motion (Hasbullah et al., 2018).

**Students' Learning Interests**

The questionnaire contains statements about learning to obtain information on students' learning interests (Mulyani et al, 2020). The interest in learning questionnaire was given after the students of SMA Negeri 1 Jaya learned the reaction rate material, namely the experimental class and the control class. The questionnaire given consisted of 18 statements divided into five subscales, namely: family encouragement, peer attitudes toward chemistry, teacher influence, informal learning experiences, and classroom learning experiences. The questionnaire was given to see whether there was an increase in students' interest in learning. Interest questionnaire data can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Results of the Study Interest Questionnaire per Subscale](image)

Figure 1 shows that students' interest in learning has increased in the experimental class by learning chemistry using pocket books compared to the learning control class. The average percentage in the experimental class was 82.18% in the very high category, while the control class was 60.37% in the moderate category. The results of research conducted by Prihatini (2017) show that there is a significant influence between the use of learning media on learning outcomes and there is a significant influence between interest in learning-on-learning outcomes. The results of other studies reported by Astalini et al. (2019) is the statement of interest in increasing the time to study science.
dominantly has a good category, while the indicator of career interest in science is in a fairly good category.

Asyhari and Silvia (2016) added that learning media in the form of pocket books can be used as learning support media because students understand the learning material more easily because it contains concepts that are presented in an attractive, interactive, encouraging critical, creative, and innovative thinking. Increased interest can also be increased with smartphone media (Suwa et al., 2020). Besides that, interest also has a strong link with the achievements of students and the grade point average of students (Herliana et al., 2018).

Schools can provide learning as attractive as possible to activate cognitive learning opportunities, so as to increase the relationship between student interest and conceptual understanding (Hoft & Bernholt, 2019). Students’ interest in lessons can be seen from the tendency to pay greater attention to these lessons. If students have a great interest in learning, the value of their learning outcomes tends to change for the better (Prihatini, 2017). Wahyu et al. (2020) added that there have been many studies which state that the use of learning media can change the learning paradigm, namely improving learning processes and outcomes and can motivate students’ learning. Based on the research, it can be concluded that interest has a significant effect on students’ conceptual understanding. Besides learning media in the form of pocket book teaching materials applied in this study, interest in learning can also be increased through the use of Shit media (Mahzum et al., 2020), with the Science Technology Society (STS) (Maidan, et al, 2020), and media. tracker (Wati et al, 2020).

Conclusion

The conclusion in this study is: the use of pocket books on students of SMA Negeri 1 Jaya can improve understanding of the concept of the experimental class with the acquisition of N-Gain 0.67 in the moderate category. The results of the students’ interest in learning at SMA Negeri 1 Jaya in the experimental class on the subscale of family encouragement, teacher influence, and classroom learning experiences obtained a very high category. On the subscale of peer attitudes toward chemistry and informal learning experiences, the high category was obtained. In the control class the category obtained on the family encouragement subscale was high, while the subscale of peer attitudes toward chemistry, teacher influence, informal learning experiences, and classroom learning experiences was obtained in the moderate category. Based on the five subscales, the overall average percentage of the experimental class learning interest is in the very high category of 82.18%, while the control class is in the moderate category at 60.37%.
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